Free Vacuum Energy from two Negative Charged Black Holes (string knots) in an electric adapted modern VAJRA
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According to Quantum FFF Theory, the vacuum electric energy production is based on the new physics that all magnetic interference ball lightnings are carrying a negative charged outside horizon and an internal positive charged nucleus. At the same time, ball lightning produces a minimal amount of plasma charged basic gas atoms, by vacuum particle collision into positrons and electrons and baryons at the ball lightning horizon.

By producing and maintaining two interference ball lightnings separated, but next to each other inside a metal cage, called “Vajra” it is possible to create a continuous current flow for commercial use. The Vajra is internal equipped with electric isolated and electric transport lines to channel the electric charge to two contact knots to drain and electricity use of the system.

The interference ball lightnings are produced by the interference of multiple new physics magnetic monopole fields (North and South) with so called B=0 with minimal strength at the end created by so called bifilar electric solenoids, but able to produce complex Rigid String Knots or ball lightnings at both ends of the solenoid.

6 or 8 (bifilar solenoids) B=0 North+ South monopole Interference with 3 or 4 compound Rigid String particle knots (below) able to build the more complex Black Hole knot, with internal positive and external negative charge. According to Quantum FFF Theory.
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Figure 1, The Vajra principle with two ball lightning knots (small black holes) and B=0 Bifilar Solenoids.

Evidence for Ancient Stone Block Cutting by focussed new physics B-Field of electric dual concentral solenoids without chisels. (Angouleme France) See Quantum FFF Theory.

Fermion Crushing/Evaporating area, by concentrated B field.

Figure 2, Ancient stone cutting by Magnetic Interference B=0 field.
Figure 3 example of electric interference black hole or ball lightning.

Figure 4. Pole Ball Lightning (later spited en decayed) heating the soil to white and brown steam.
Figure 5. The principle of Knot formation of three magnetic Rigid String interference into a simple Higgs Knot as the base for microscopic black holes and ball lightning.
The Magic of Fermion- Repelling and Creating Black Hole Horizon

You need a dark energy oscillating particle Vacuum Lattice combined with a Dark Matter String Nucleus of a Black Hole AND Propeller shaped Rigid Spinning Fermions.

Figure 6, the new physics principle of black hole charging and vacuum diluting.

Fermion Propeller String Theory, as a solution for the Black Hole Information Paradox, according to Quantum FFF Theory.

The BH information paradox solution involves, that NO Fermions will ever surpass the postulated Fermion Repulsion Horizon. The Fermion propeller shape is assumed to be the origin that it will be polarizing its “propeller nose” into the direction of incoming Vacuum string particles. As a reaction it will be pushed outside the dual electric horizon into 2x charged Fermion layers, by the butterfly shaped vacuum vector space concentration. Both layers will form a Plasma disc which is accelerated into two opposing jets.

Figure 7, BH with pushing vacuum vector fields in detail.
Examples of free energy use in space between two or more black holes for stars SABHs and GABHs: called Stellar- or Galaxy Anchor Black Holes. (Q-FFF Theory).

Figure 8.
Planet 9 is to explain by a combination of Solar planet spitting and Solar Anchor Black Holes. (SABHs)

SABH cosmic ray hotspots (electric dark matter black holes) as the origin and future slingshot accelerators of Brown Dwarfs expelled by the sun.

New giant gas planets expelled by the sun moving away to the south, into the direction of the Southern cross SABH hotspot.

Dates 10 Jan 2014 (below) and 11 March 2012 (above). “Brown Dwarfs?” according to Q-FFF.

According to Quantum EFT Theory: New Black Holes produce Proton-Electron plasma. By the strong Cosmic vacuum push gravity on the BH the “Lighter” electrons will stay outside the “heavier” proton horizon (blue).

As a consequence BHs have a strong electric potential, which is liberated by asymmetric processes such as BH emission like Helmholtz Haur objects showing strong electromagnetic effects in open cluster star formation and Burkeland AlFen currents around the earth and even in the so-called DITP 2 results.

Scheme of the electric SABH principle around the sun.

Figure 9. SABHs at both sides of the sun.
Other examples of B=0 fields for levitation.

5x gekoppelde UFOs via TV gespot.
De 5 bollen/schijven die ik op 23 febr 2019 van internet fotografeerde deden mij denken aan de omslag van hetlargaboek van S. Denarde (zie pijl) rechts enkele andere beelden uit het programma over Kepler.
Ik weet niet meer het TV kanaal (siscovery of Youtube) Hakeem Oluseyi was een van de strophysici.

Figure 10. UFOs on TV. (ref 137)
EM Drive Thruster Disc by triple coaxial Tesla Pancake coils

Reaction less Lorentz force creation inside a Bifilar Tesla coil field due to the reduced **Anti Maxwell tubular magnetic field** around a current in the multiple wired compound coil conductors of the internal third pancake coil. (According to Q-FFF Theory)

Below: Cross section of the principle of **Anti Maxwell dipping zone**, which is **enlarged** by the multiple compound conductor diameters (in the center) needed for reduction of the reaction forces.

---

**Figure 11. Thruster disc.**

---

**TWO Flat Conductors or Dual Solenoids for Lorentz EM Thruster effects.**

Magnetic B field outside a long solenoid, shows a strong B field reduction down to zero and can be used for singular Lorentz force based levitation without the usual EM (Electro Magnetic) reaction force (According to Q-FFF Theory)

**NO Lorentz reaction force, due to the absence of a magnetic B field outside the Solenoids.**

---

Several configurations for effective EM thruster levitation without reaction force are possible, like Pancake shaped Tesla solenoids concentric organized in the form of a disc with internal circular organized direct current conductors through the center of the solenoids, creating the Lorentz force for space flight.

---

**Figure 12, Dual solenoid thrusters.**
Space Thruster by Triple Tersla Pancake coils and reaction less B=0 field (No powder) direct to a wire

Reverse Engineering of UFOs, by Lorentz force between Tesla dual pancake coils however, REACTION LESS by large diameter internal conductor wires equipped with reduced B field Anti Maxwell Dip area. (below)

Figure 13. Triple Tesla pancake coils for levitation.
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